Nonlinear optical double image encryption using random-optical vortex in fractional Hartley transform domain
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This paper proposed an enhanced asymmetric cryptosystem scheme for optical image encryption in the fractional Hartley transform domain. Grayscale and binary images have been encrypted separately using double random phase encoding. Phase masks based on optical vortex and random phase masks have been jointly used in spatial as well as in the Fourier planes. The images to be encrypted are first multiplied by optical vortex and random phase mask and then transformed with direct and inverse fractional Hartley transform for obtaining the encrypted images. The images are recovered from their corresponding encrypted images by using the correct parameters of the fractional Hartley transform and optical vortex, whose digital implementation has been performed using MATLAB 7.6.0 (R2008a). The random phase masks, optical vortex and transform orders associated with the fractional Hartley transform are extra keys that cause difficulty to an unauthorized user. Thus, the proposed asymmetric scheme is more secure as compared to conventional techniques. The efficacy of the proposed asymmetric scheme is verified by computing the mean squared error between recovered and the original images. The sensitivity of the asymmetric scheme is also verified with encryption parameters, noise and occlusion attacks. Numerical simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness and security performance of the proposed system.
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1. Introduction

An optical beam with a phase singularity is called an optical vortex that focuses to form a ring-like intensity/phase pattern. Recently, optical vortex arrays, which are regular nets of vortices, have generated an enormous interest among the many research groups [1–5]. Optical vortices represented by spiral waves that carry angular momentum are diffractive optical elements and have many applications in various fields, including quantum computing, cryptography, biophotonics and astronomy. An important component in the design of systems using optical vortices is the vortex lens or phase mask. An optical vortex is characterized by the azimuthal phase dependence of the type \( \exp(il\Phi) \) where \( l \) is the topological charge. The magnitude of topological charge represents the total
phase accumulated by the helical wave in one complete revolution around the vortex point. These beams carry orbital angular momentum of $l\hbar$ per photon. A large number of papers are devoted to the generation of optical vortices [6–10].

In today’s interconnected world, the security of information exchanged over a network is a critical issue. The safe storage and transmission of data continues to be a challenge because of increasing threats to the confidentiality and integrity of information. In the recent decades, optical processing techniques have provided effective solutions to some of these problems and therefore have become an active research field [11–17]. Optical security systems based on opto-electronics can perform highly accurate encryption and decryption in almost real time and at a high speed. The most popular technique, double random phase encoding (DRPE) was first introduced by Refregier and Javidi [11] for optical image encryption. DRPE is a widely known technique which is based on the 4-$\chi$ optical correlator: optically symmetric-keys encrypt a given image using two random phase masks (RPMs), one in a spatial plane and the other in a frequency plane. It may be implemented optically and has a great number of applications especially in areas such as security verification systems, watermarking, information hiding, optical storage and multiple-image encryption. It is interesting to note that DRPE was further extended to several other transform domains such as the fractional Fourier [18, 19], Fresnel transform [20–22], gyrator transform [23–26], gyrator-wavelet transform [27], fractional Mellin transform [28–31] and Fresnel-wavelet transform [32] to strengthen security. Most of these encryption schemes mentioned above can be regarded as a symmetric cryptosystem, in which the decryption keys are identical to encryption keys.

In practice, however, one observes that the DRPE scheme lacks strength against specific attacks such as chosen-ciphertext attack (CCA), chosen-plaintext attack (CPA) and known-plaintext attack (KPA) due to inherent linearity. Among them, the cryptosystem based on phase-truncated Fourier transform (PTFT) plays an impressive role of eliminating the linearity in DRPE. In order to resolve this problem, Wan Qin and Xiang Peng proposed an asymmetric cryptosystem with high security by combining nonlinear PTFT, in which the decryption keys (private keys) differ from encryption keys (public keys) [33]. In this case one retains the amplitude of the Fourier while the other truncates the phase part of the spectrum. Similarly, in amplitude truncation, one retains the phase part of the spectrum, while the other truncates the amplitude part of the spectrum. Using PTFT approach, two decryption keys, namely universal keys and special keys, are generated [34]. Even for an attacker, who knows the encryption key and the corresponding ciphertext, it becomes extremely difficult to recover the input image. Some of the other asymmetric based work is noted down [35–40]. Furthermore, it is interesting to know that the use of fractional Hartley transform (FrHT) has advantages such as computational ease and convenience in its optical implementation. The proposed scheme provides enhanced security by increasing the key space, by making use of optical vortex-based structured phase mask (SPM).

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 enumerates the principles of fractional Fourier transform (FrFT) and fractional Hartley transform (FrHT) and further
explains process of generation of a phase mask based on optical vortex and encryption-decryption scheme. Numerical simulation results and various attacks are mentioned in Section 3. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2. Principle

2.1. Fractional Fourier transform (FrFT)

The fractional Hartley transform (FrHT) can be defined using the fractional Fourier transform (FrFT). The FrFT at order \( \alpha \), is a linear integral operator that maps a given function \( f(x) \) onto a function \( G^\alpha(u) \) by [18]

\[
G^\alpha(u) = \mathcal{F}^\alpha \{ f(x) \} = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(x) K_\alpha(x, u) dx
\]

where

\[
K_\alpha(x, u) = \exp \left\{ i \left( \frac{\pi}{4} \text{sgn}(\Phi) - \frac{\Phi}{2} \right) \right\} \frac{\exp \left( i \pi \left( u^2 + x^2 \right) \cot(\Phi) - 2ux \csc(\Phi) \right)}{\sqrt{|\sin(\Phi)|}}
\]

is the fractional Fourier kernel, sgn is signum function, and \( \Phi = \pi \alpha/2 \). The inverse FrFT corresponds to the FrFT at the fractional order \(-\alpha\). The FrFT operator is additive with respect to the fractional order \( \mathcal{F}^\alpha \mathcal{F}^\beta = \mathcal{F}^{\alpha + \beta} \). The FrFT has a periodicity of 4 with respect to the fractional order \( \alpha \).

2.2. Fractional Hartley transform (FrHT)

The Hartley transform was proposed as an alternative to the Fourier transform by Hartley in 1942 [41]. It is an integral and Fourier-related transform which transforms real-valued functions to real-valued functions and is its own inverse. Two-dimensional Hartley transform (HT) of a real function \( f(x, y) \) is defined as [42–52]

\[
\text{FrHT}(u, v) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(x, y) \text{cas} \left( 2\pi(ux + vy) \right) dx dy
\]

\[
= \frac{\exp(i\pi/4)}{\sqrt{2}} \left[ \mathcal{F}(u, v) + \exp \left( \frac{-i\pi}{2} \right) \mathcal{F}(-u, -v) \right]
\]

and its inverse transform can be written as

\[
f(x, y) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \text{FrHT}(u, v) \text{cas} \left( 2\pi(ux + vy) \right) du dv
\]

where \( \text{cas} = \cos + \sin \).
Two-dimensional FrHT of an input image \( I(x, y) \) can be written as

\[
\text{FrHT}^{\alpha, \beta}(u, v) = \sqrt[2\pi]{\left[1 - i \cot(\varphi_1)\right]\left[1 - i \cot(\varphi_2)\right]}
\times \exp\left\{i \pi \left[\frac{u^2 \cot(\varphi_1)}{\lambda f_{s1}} + \frac{v^2 \cot(\varphi_2)}{\lambda f_{s2}}\right]\right\}
\times \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \exp\left\{\frac{i \pi x^2 \cot(\varphi_1)}{\lambda f_{s1}}\right\} \exp\left\{\frac{i \pi y^2 \cot(\varphi_2)}{\lambda f_{s2}}\right\}
\times \left\{\begin{array}{l}
1 - i \exp\left[i(\Phi_1 + \Phi_2)/2\right] \\
\frac{2}{\text{cas}\left[\frac{u x \csc(\varphi_1)}{\lambda f_{s1}} + \frac{v y \csc(\varphi_2)}{\lambda f_{s2}}\right]} \\
+ \frac{1 + i \exp\left[i(\Phi_1 + \Phi_2)/2\right]}{2} \text{cas}\left[-\frac{u x \csc(\varphi_1)}{\lambda f_{s1}} - \frac{v y \csc(\varphi_2)}{\lambda f_{s2}}\right]\end{array}\right\}
\times I(x, y) \, dx \, dy
\] (5)

where \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are the fractional orders of FrHT, \( \Phi_1 = \alpha \pi/2 \) and \( \Phi_2 = \beta \pi/2 \), \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of the input light, \( f_{s1} \) and \( f_{s2} \) are the standard focal lengths of lenses in the \( x \) and \( y \) directions, respectively. The simplified expression (5) can be written as

\[
\text{FrHT}^{\alpha, \beta}(u, v) = \frac{1 + \exp\left[i(\Phi_1 + \Phi_2)/2\right]}{2} F^{\alpha, \beta}(u, v)
+ \frac{1 - \exp\left[i(\Phi_1 + \Phi_2)/2\right]}{2} F^{\alpha, \beta}(-u, -v)
\] (6)

Because FrHT can be defined in terms of the FrFT, one can say that the FrHT meets all properties of the FrFT. The FrHT has a periodicity of 2 with respect to fractional orders. Moreover, when \( \alpha = \beta = 1 \), the FrHT reduces to HT. It is reversible since it satisfies the additive properties. Thus, the inverse 2D FrHT of the order \( \alpha, \beta \) is obtained from the order \( -(\alpha, -\beta) \). From the given Eq. (6) it can be applied in the four channel way of FrFT. Two channels indicate \( F^{\alpha, \beta}(u, v) \) and \( \exp\left[i(\Phi_1 + \Phi_2)/2\right]F^{\alpha, \beta}(u, v) \), whereas
the other two channels indicate $F_{\alpha\beta, u-v}(u, v)$ and $\exp[i(\Phi_1 + \Phi_2)/2] F_{\alpha\beta, u-v}(-u, -v)$. Here $F_{\alpha\beta}$ is a two-dimensional fractional Fourier order of $(\alpha, \beta)$.

The proposed optical implementation of the 2D FrHT is shown in Fig. 1. The collimated beam from a laser ($\lambda = 632.8$ nm) is split by a spatial filter beam expander into two beams, one beam serves as an object beam, which illuminates the given image along with RPM, optical vortex on the first spatial light modulator (SLM$_1$) digitally. The $F_{\alpha\beta}(u, v)$ is well known whereas $F_{\alpha\beta}(-u, -v)$ is obtained by a cube corner prism that rotates the field of one arm through $180^\circ$. The sum of real and imaginary part of FrHT implemented by cube corner prism is displayed on the second spatial light modulator (SLM$_2$) and through a phase-contrast setup with photorefractive crystal (PRC) is recorded in CCD camera connected with the computer system.

### 2.3. Generation of optical vortex phase masks

Optical vortex, also called as optical phase singularity, is a point phase defect at which the phase is intermediate and amplitude is zero. The structured phase masks (SPMs) based on optical vortex have some advantages over the commonly used RPMs. Since phase optical vortex are phase diffractive optical elements, it is difficult to replicate them. Optical vortices also have the advantage of overcoming the problem of axis alignment in an optical setup and possess characteristics of various keys in a single mask that creates additional security parameters. Unlike the DRPE scheme, where RPMs are used...
in the encryption, in this paper SPM along with RPM is used for enhancing the system security by increasing the key space through additional phase mask keys.

The radial Hilbert transform mask is another SPM which can serve to make an image edge-enhanced relative to the input image in addition to increasing the key space. The radial Hilbert transform is expressed in terms of a vortex function as

\[ V_l(\Phi) = \exp(il\Phi) \]  

(7)

where \( \Phi \) is the azimuth angle and \( l \) is an integer denoting the order of transformation, also called as topological charge. It is apparent that the opposite halves of any radial line

![Image of optical vortex phase key formation](image-url)

Fig. 2. Formation of optical vortex phase key at wavelength \( \lambda = 632.8 \) nm, focal length \( f = 50 \) cm, and pixel spacing = 0.00457. Radial Hilbert transform mask for \( l = 3.0 \) (a). Plane of phase (b). Optical vortex for: \( l = 3.0 \) (c), for \( l = 5.0 \) (d), for \( l = -7.0 \) (e), for \( l = 3.5 \) (f), and for \( l = 13.0 \) (g).
of the mask have a relative phase difference of \( l \pi \) radian. Therefore, for each radial line we have the equivalent of a one-dimensional Hilbert transform of the order \( l \). The radial Hilbert transform can be helpful in aligning the axis of the optical setup.

A Fresnel lens is based on quadratic phase change and is given by

\[
L(x) = \exp \left( -\frac{i\pi x^2}{\lambda f} \right)
\]

Now, an optical vortex phase mask is obtained by taking the product of the two functions \( V_l(\Phi) \) and \( L(x) \). A phase singularity in the wave field can be imprinted using a phase mask with transmittance of the form given by \[2, 3, 7, 8\]

\[
t(\Phi, x) = \exp \left[ i \left( l\Phi - \frac{\pi x^2}{\lambda f} \right) \right]
\]

where \( l \) may be known topological charge (plus or minus sign), \( f \) is the focal length, \( \lambda \) is the illuminating wavelength and \( x \) is the distance. Figure 2 represents phase patterns in a grayscale: radial Hilbert masks with topological charge \( l = 3.0 \) (Fig. 2a), plane of phase (Fig. 2b), and optical vortex for \( l = 3.0, 5.0, -7.0, 3.5 \) and 13.0 (Figs. 2c–2g).

### 2.4. Asymmetric cryptosystem based on phase truncation

The original amplitude image \( I_1(x, y) \) is bonded with a phase mask generated from optical vortices (9) and RPM\(_1\), i.e. \( \exp[2i\pi n_1(x, y)] \), and it is then fractional Hartley transformed with order \((\alpha, \beta)\). The obtained spectrum is an amplitude and the phase truncated to achieve one way encryption. The amplitude-truncated value helps generate first decryption key (DK\(_1\)) and the phase-truncated value bonded with another phase mask is generated from optical vortices, i.e. Eq. (9) and RPM\(_2\), i.e. \( \exp[2i\pi n_2(u, v)] \). Next it is fractional Hartley transformed with order \((-\alpha, -\beta)\) to give an encrypted image that is amplitude-truncated and generates second decryption key (DK\(_2\)). Here, \( n_1(x, y) \) and \( n_2(u, v) \) are statistically independent and randomly distributed in \([0, 1]\).

The steps of encryption of an input image \( I_1(x, y) \) can be expressed as (see Fig. 3a):

\[
g(u, v) = \text{PT}\left\{ \text{FrHT}^{\alpha, \beta}\left\{ I_1(x, y) \exp \left[ i \left( l\Phi - \frac{\pi x^2}{\lambda f} \right) \right] \exp \left[ 2i\pi n_1(x, y) \right] \right\} \right\} \]

\[
C(x, y) = \text{PT}\left\{ \text{FrHT}^{-\alpha, -\beta}\left\{ g(u, v) \exp \left[ i \left( l\Phi - \frac{\pi x^2}{\lambda f} \right) \right] \exp \left[ 2i\pi n_2(x, y) \right] \right\} \right\}
\]

where \( \text{PT}\{ \cdot \} \) denotes a phase truncation operator, \( \text{FrHT}^{\alpha, \beta}\{ \cdot \} \) and \( \text{FrHT}^{-\alpha, -\beta}\{ \cdot \} \) represents fractional Hartley transform of order \((\alpha, \beta)\) and inverse fractional Hartley transform of order \((-\alpha, -\beta)\), respectively. In the PTFT-based asymmetric cryptosystem, the main objective is to break the linearity of conventional systems. The decryption keys generated in the encryption process are directly related to the plaintext and encryption keys. Thus, the cryptosystem is valuable only when different phase masks are taken for dif-
ferent plaintexts during each encryption. The decryption keys are obtained from the following expressions. In the proposed method, the two encryption keys are treated as public keys and are not employed in the decryption process. The two decryption keys employed are given as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{DK}_1(u, v) &= \text{AT} \left\{ \text{FrHT}^{\alpha, \beta} \left\{ I_1(x, y) \exp \left[ i (l \Phi - \frac{\pi x^2}{\lambda f}) \right] \exp \left[ 2i \pi n_1(x, y) \right] \right\} \right\} \quad (12) \\
\text{DK}_2(x, y) &= \text{AT} \left\{ \text{FrHT}^{-\alpha, -\beta} \left\{ \text{FrHT}^{\alpha, \beta} \left\{ I_1(x, y) \exp \left[ i (l \Phi - \frac{\pi x^2}{\lambda f}) \right] \exp \left[ 2i \pi n_1(x, y) \right] \right\} \right\} \times \exp \left[ i (l \Phi - \frac{\pi x^2}{\lambda f}) \right] \exp \left[ 2i \pi n_2(x, y) \right] \right\} \quad (13)
\end{align*}
\]

Here, AT \{ \cdot \} symbolizes the amplitude-truncation operator. It is seen that decryption keys \( \text{DK}_1(u, v) \) and \( \text{DK}_2(x, y) \) are different from encryption keys optical vortices, RPM_1 and RPM_2.

The decryption method shown in Fig. 3b is the same as the encryption in the inverse sense on the encrypted complex image \( C(x, y) \) with the negative fractional orders of
the FrHTs. The encrypted images are first multiplied by DK₂ and then subjected to the fractional Hartley transform FrHT⁻α,⁻β. The resulting complex image is multiplied by another decrypting key DK₁ and then the inverse fractional Hartley transform FrHT⁻α,⁻β is performed. Mathematical expression for decryption is given by

\[
I_d(x, y) = \text{FrHT}^{-\alpha,-\beta}\left\{\text{FrHT}^{\alpha,\beta}\left\{C(u, v)\right\}DK_2\right\}DK_1
\]

where \(I_d(x, y)\) is the decrypted image same as the input one. Figures 4a and 4b are the two decryption keys generated during the encryption process of amplitude truncation for a binary image of text (optical image processing). Figures 4c and 4d are the two decryption keys generated corresponding to the grayscale image Lena in the encryption process.

3. Computational simulation results and discussion

The proposed scheme has been validated by performing the numerical simulation on a MATLAB 7.6.0 (R2008a). In this scheme, two images are considered, namely a grayscale of size 256 × 256 pixels (Fig. 5a) and binary of size 256 × 256 pixels (Fig. 5b). Figure 5c shows the optical vortex phase masks used together with RPMs in the spatial and Fourier plane as generated with values of wavelength \(\lambda = 632.8\) nm, focal length \(f = 50\) cm, \(l = 13\), \(r = 0.8273\) cm, \(r_0 = 4.5\) cm, and \(x = y = 0.5850\) cm. Figures 5d
Fig. 5. Results for validation of the proposed scheme for grayscale (Lena) and binary (text) images: input images of 256 × 256 pixels (a, b); optical vortex phase key at wavelength $\lambda = 632.8$ nm, focal length $f = 50$ cm, pixel spacing = 0.00457, and $l = 13.0$ (c); RPMs (d, e); encrypted images (f, g); decrypted images (h, i).

and 5e are the two RPMs generated randomly. Using the encryption scheme, correct FrHT orders ($\alpha, \beta$), optical vortices parameters, and the encrypted images are shown in Figs. 5f and 5g. The FrHT orders are used for the present scheme $\alpha = 0.7$ and $\beta = 0.8$. These values have been taken arbitrarily and considered unequal for simplicity. Using all correct parameters in the scheme, the input images are obtained in Figs. 5h and 5i, respectively. To express the quality of the decrypted image and to verify the reliability of the encryption algorithm, a common mean squared error (MSE) is introduced between the decrypted image and the original image as

$$MSE = \sum_{x=0}^{255} \sum_{y=0}^{255} \frac{|I_o(x, y) - I_d(x, y)|^2}{256 \times 256}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)$$

where $I_o(x, y)$ and $I_d(x, y)$ denote the pixel values of the original input image and the decrypted image, respectively. The computed values of MSE between the input and
the recovered images of the image Lena is $1.8456 \times 10^{-26}$ and for the binary image of text is $9.2268 \times 10^{-27}$.

### 3.1. Image entropy analysis

Entropy is a statistical measure that demonstrates the randomness and the unpredictability of an information source. A secure encryption should provide a situation in which the encrypted image does not provide any information about the original image. Image information entropy measures the distribution of image values. The more uniform the pixel value distribution is, the bigger the information entropy gets.

The entropy $H(m)$ of a message source can be calculated as [53–55]

$$H(m) = -\sum_{i=0}^{L} P(m_i) \log_2[P(m_i)]$$

(16)

where $m_i$ is the $i$-th image value for $L$ level. Here $P(m_i)$ represents the probability of symbol $m_i$, and $\sum_{i=0}^{L} P(m_i) = 1$. The ideal value for the cipher information entropy is 8. The information entropy of the cipher image of Lena and text is computed by the proposed algorithm shown in Table 1. One can observe from here that the entropy is very close to 8.

### 3.2. Sensitivity analysis

A highly key sensitive encryption algorithm protects the encrypted data against various cryptanalytic attacks. While developing a cryptosystem, it is assumed that the intruder knows various encryption parameters. In accordance with Kerckhoff’s principle, secrecy of only the used keys is required. Even a very strong or well-designed cryptosystem can be attacked easily if the key used in encryption is poorly selected or if the key size is too small.

The role of encryption keys used in the scheme has been tested keeping in mind their sensitivity. So, the scheme’s sensitivity has been verified to its parameters $\alpha, \beta, \lambda, f, l$, and pixel spacing. A number of simulations have been tested with incorrect values. The correct values being: wavelength $\lambda = 632.8$ nm, focal length $f = 50$ cm, $l = 13$ and pixel spacing = 0.00457 as optical vortex parameters, $\alpha = 0.7$ and $\beta = 0.8$ are the FrHT orders. The scheme’s sensitivity has also been examined to the individual parameters. The recovered images for wrong values are shown respectively in Fig. 6 for various parameters of the mask used in FrHT domain. Figure 6a is the decrypted gray-
Fig. 6. Results with incorrect parameters. For Lena first incorrect FrHT order $\alpha = 0.6$ (a), second incorrect FrHT order $\beta = 0.9$ (b), incorrect topological charge $l = 2$ (c), decrypted images with incorrect focal length $f = 600$ mm (d), decrypted images with incorrect RPM (e), decrypted image with incorrect $\lambda = 532.8$ nm (f). For text decrypted images with incorrect RPM (g), incorrect topological charge $l = 1$ (h), and second incorrect FrHT order $\beta = 0.9$ (i).

scale image of Lena with first incorrect FrHT order $\alpha = 0.6$. Figure 6b corresponds to the decrypted image of Lena with second incorrect FrHT order $\beta = 0.9$. Figure 6c corresponds to the decrypted image of Lena with incorrect topological charge $l = 2$ used in FrHT domain. Figure 6d is the decrypted image with incorrect focal length $f = 600$ mm. Figure 6e is the decrypted image with decrypted images with incorrect RPM. Figure 6f is the decrypted image with decrypted images with incorrect $\lambda = 532.8$ nm. Similarly, the proposed scheme for a binary image of text has also been tested. Figure 6g corresponds to the decrypted images with incorrect RPM. Figures 6h and 6i are the decrypted images with incorrect topological charge $l = 1$ and second incorrect FrHT order $\beta = 0.9$.

MSE plots for a wider range of values of FrHT parameters are shown in Fig. 7a and optical vortex parameters in Figs. 7b–7d. Each plot shows the MSE curves relative to the deviation from the correct parameter value for the grayscale and the binary inputs. It is clearly visible from the plots that the proposed algorithm is highly sensitive
to the propagation parameters of FrHT. Though the scheme is also sensitive to optical vortex parameters, the variation in MSE is less steep. In all these sub-figures, a comparison of the two curves indicates that the algorithm shows greater sensitivity for the binary, as compared to the grayscale image for each of the encryption parameters.

In order to test the correlation coefficient of adjacent pixels, the 10,000 pairs of adjacent pixels are randomly selected in vertical, horizontal and diagonal directions from the plaintext as well as encrypted images. The correlation coefficient (CC) of each pair is calculated by the following relations:

$$CC = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - \bar{x})(y_i - \bar{y})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - \bar{x})^2 \sum_{i=1}^{N} (y_i - \bar{y})^2}}$$

(17)

where $\bar{x} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i$ and $\bar{y} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} y_i$ are respectively, the mean values of $x_i$ and $y_i$.

Fig. 7. Sensitivity plots of MSE as a function of deviation from the correct value of the parameter of FrHT: $\alpha = 0.7$ (a), $\lambda = 632.8$ nm (b), topological charge $l = 13$ (c), and focal length $f = 600$ mm (d).
Table 2. Values of correlation coefficients of original and cipher images along horizontal, diagonal and vertical.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Original image</th>
<th>Cipher image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>Diagonal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lena</td>
<td>0.9025</td>
<td>0.8622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>0.9499</td>
<td>0.9464</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. Plots of correlation distribution for randomly chosen 10 000 pixel pairs. Input image of Lena (a), correlation distribution of input and encrypted image of Lena (b, c), input image of text (d), and correlation distribution of input and encrypted image of text (e, f).
The correlation coefficient values of adjacent pixels in the horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions of the original images for *Lena* and *text* are listed in Table 2. The arbitrarily chosen pixels of images are generally highly correlated in horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions. Furthermore, the correlation coefficient of the encrypted images is much weaker than that of the original images. Correlation coefficient values of the original images are very high as compared to those of the encrypted images. Thus the unauthorized user cannot obtain any valid information from this statistical data. Figure 8a shows the original image of *Lena*, whereas Figs. 8b and 8c show the scatter plot of correlation distribution of horizontally adjacent pixels in the original and the encrypted image, respectively. Similar information about the binary image of *text* is shown in Fig. 8d. Their corresponding scatter plot of correlation distribution of horizontally adjacent pixels in the original and the encrypted image is shown in Figs. 8e and 8f, respectively. It can be seen that the proposed algorithm is very effective.

![Fig. 9](image-url)

Fig. 9. Three-dimensional surface plots of input image of *Lena*, where the third dimension is the bar graph of intensity of each pixel (a), three-dimensional surface plots of encrypted image of *Lena* (b), and three-dimensional surface plots of the decrypted image (c).
Figure 9a is the three-dimensional surface plot of the input images of Lena, Fig. 9b shows the surface properties of the encrypted image of Lena, whereas Fig. 9c is the surface plot of decrypted images.

3.3. Occlusion attack analysis

The robustness of the proposed algorithm against occlusion attacks has also been examined on the encrypted image. The occluded images are shown in Figs. 10a–10d for 10%, 25%, 50% and 75% occlusion of the encrypted image of Lena. Figures 10e–10h show the corresponding decrypted images which are recovered fairly well even for occlusion up to 75%. Similar results were obtained when we tested the scheme’s robustness for occlusion of the binary image of text (Figs. 10i–10l). Additionally, MSE and CC plots against varying degrees of occlusion of the encrypted images are shown in Figs. 11a–11d. The variation of MSE and CC curves clearly indicates the scheme’s

![Fig. 10. Occlusion results for the grayscale and the binary image for varying degrees of occlusion: encrypted image with 10% occlusion (a), 25% occlusion (b), 50% occlusion (c), 75% occlusion (d), corresponding recovered grayscale images (e–h), corresponding recovered binary images (i–l).](image-url)
robustness to the occlusion attack. As expected, the binary image (text) shows higher robustness as compared to the grayscale image (Lena).

3.4. Noise attack analysis

It is inevitable for the noise to impact the quality of the decrypted images directly. The strength of the proposed scheme has also been tested against the noise attack by considering multiplicative Gaussian noise in the encrypted images. The multiplicative noise interferes with the encrypted images according to the following relation [53–55]

$$\xi' = \xi (1 + kG)$$

(18)

where $\xi$ and $\xi'$ are the encrypted and the noise-affected encrypted amplitude images, respectively, $k$ is a coefficient which represents the noise strength and $G$ is Gaussian.
random noise with zero-mean and unit standard deviation. Figures 12a–12f show the recovered images of Lena and text when $k$ is set to 0.5, 2 and 6 and MSE values are in an increasing order as 905.3, 16112, 157810 and 433.56, 6947.2, 63077. From the recovered images, it is observed that the scheme is robust to noise attacks with maximum resistance to Gaussian noise. The drop in quality of the recovered images is comparable to the cases of additive noise. Figure 13 shows the MSE plots against the noise factor $k$ of Gaussian for the image of Lena and text. One observes a monotonic increase in MSE.

![MSE vs. Noise Factor](image)

**Fig. 13.** Plot of MSE vs. Gaussian noise factor $k$. 

![Recovered Images](image)

**Fig. 12.** Recovered images corresponding to Gaussian noise factor $k = 0.5$, 2 and 6, respectively.
curves of images with an increase in the noise factor. This establishes the robustness of the proposed algorithm against commonly reported noise attacks.

4. Conclusions

An asymmetric cryptosystem scheme for binary and grayscale images, using optical vortices, RPMs in the input and the corresponding frequency plane have been observed. This approach not only overcomes the problem of key space in an optical setup, but also makes the scheme more secure. The proposed scheme has been validated in the FrHT domain. The entropy values and three-dimensional plots show the validity of the proposed scheme. The efficacy of the proposed scheme is seen from the computed values of MSE. The sensitivity of the scheme has also been studied for various parameters of FrHT and optical vortices. The numerical simulation performed on MATLAB establishes the scheme’s sensitivity to the encryption parameters. In the proposed method, security can be enhanced by increasing the number of keys. Numerical simulations verify the feasibility of the method and demonstrate the security of the scheme. In addition, the results also demonstrate the excellent robustness against noise and occlusion attacks.
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